Choosing The Right IEEE-SA Award

The IEEE-SA International Award
For an IEEE-SA individual member (also an IEEE member) who has made an extraordinary contribution to establishing the IEEE-SA as a world-class leader in standards.

The IEEE-SA Standards Medallion
For an individual who has been involved for a minimum of three years in the development of standards in one or more of the IEEE-SA’s technical committees.

The IEEE-SA Emerging Technology Award
For a major contributor in the development of standards in the IEEE-SA fields of interest.

The IEEE-SA Corporate Award
For an entity member that has provided outstanding leadership and contribution to the IEEE-SA.

The IEEE-SA Lifetime Achievement Award
For an individual whose achievements include:
• Significant technical contributions to, and an extraordinary career in, his/her field of interest;
• Outstanding service to the IEEE-SA, enabling achievement of its objectives;
• Demonstrated commitment to standards development of at least 15 years.

The IEEE-SA Standards Committee Award
For an IEEE Standards Committee that has shown exceptional support of the entity standards development process.

The IEEE-SA Distinguished Service Award
For a member of the IEEE-SA Standards Board (SASB), or a past member going back as far as five years from the current date, who has demonstrated meritorious and distinguished service to the SASB and its programs.

Candidates Not Eligible For An IEEE-SA Award

A past recipient of the award for which the nomination is being submitted
An employee of IEEE
A current member of the IEEE-SA Board of Governors
A current member of the IEEE-SA Awards and Recognition Committee
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